
BRUSSELS: NATO on Tuesday kicked off momen-
tous accession procedures for Sweden and Finland, 
aiming to expand the military alliance to 32 countries 
in reaction to Russia’s war in Ukraine.  “This is an his-
toric day, for Finland, for Sweden, for NATO, and for 
Euro-Atlantic security,” NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg 
said after protocols were signed launching the 
required ratification process in all alliance countries. 

The foreign ministers of Sweden and Finland, 
alongside Stoltenberg, also qualified the occasion as 
“historic”. “The membership of both Finland and 
Sweden will not only contribute to our own security, 
but to the collective security of the alliance,” said 
Finland’s Pekka Haavisto. 

The two Nordic countries had long maintained 

non-alignment status, even though they have held 
exercises with NATO and have inter-operable 
weapons systems. They announced intentions to join 
NATO in May, triggered by Russia’s February inva-
sion of Ukraine and ongoing war there. 

In a sudden change of course, Sweden and 
Finland-the latter of which fought a Soviet invasion in 
1939-1940 and shares a 1,340-kilometre (830-mile) 

border with Russia-asked to come under NATO’s 
mutual-defence umbrella. Their bids hit a road-bump 
when Turkey, a NATO member, threatened to block 
their entry. 

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan had 
accused Sweden and Finland of being havens for 
Kurdish militants he has sought to crush, and for pro-
moting “terrorism”. He also demanded they lift arms 
embargoes imposed for Turkey’s 2019 military incur-
sion into Syria. 

But Erdogan dropped his objections last week, in 
time for a NATO summit in Spain, after negotiations 
resulted in concessions-and a US promise of new 
warplanes for Turkey. The summit ended up extending 
invitations to Sweden and Finland to formally apply, 
leading to lightning-fast negotiations on Monday then 
Tuesday’s signing. 

 
Security commitments  

Erdogan says he could still slam the door shut if 
Sweden and Finland don’t follow through on their 
promises, which include possible extradition agree-
ments. The months-long period during which all 
NATO countries have to ratify the Nordic countries’ 
membership is a risky moment, not only because of 
Turkey’s threat but also because the NATO mutual-
defence clause is not yet applicable. 

Stoltenberg said: “I count on allies to deliver a 
quick and swift and smooth ratification process.” He 
emphasised that “many allies have already made clear 
commitments to Finland and Sweden’s security” dur-
ing the interim period, and pointed out a boosted 
NATO presence in their region. 

Swedish Foreign Minister Ann Linde said security 
assurances had been made by the United States, 
Britain, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Poland and 

NATO members in the Nordic and Baltic regions. 
Several NATO members flagged expedited ratifi-

cation for Sweden and Finland. “Moments after 
Finland and Sweden’s accession protocols were 
signed in Brussels, I summoned my government and 
proposed to Estonian parliament to convene tomor-
row for accelerated ratification,” Estonian Prime 

Minister Kaja Kallas tweeted. 
Germany’s parliament was poised to ratify as early 

as the end of this week. Sources in the ruling coalition 
said a first reading of the text was likely on 
Wednesday, with the final two readings on Friday. 
“This is the fastest accession process in NATO’s his-
tory so far,” Stoltenberg said. — AFP
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‘This is an historic day, for Finland, for Sweden, for NATO’

BRUSSELS: NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg and Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs Ann 
Linde give a press conference after the signing of the accession protocols of Finland and Sweden at 
the NATO headquarters in Brussels. — AFP
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PARIS: Zionist entity Prime Minister Yair Lapid 
departed on his first foreign trip in office Tuesday to 
France, where he will ask for backing on a gas dispute 
with Lebanon that days ago saw Zionist entity shoot 
down three Hezbollah drones. 

Lapid took over the premiership on Friday follow-
ing the collapse of Zionist entity’s coalition govern-
ment, which will see the country return to the polls in 
November for its fifth election in less than four years. 
The new leader was confronted with his first test a 
day later, when Lebanon’s Hezbollah movement 
launched three drones towards an offshore gas field in 
the eastern Mediterranean. 

Speaking before his departure from Tel Aviv, Lapid 
said he will raise the matter with French President 
Emmanuel Macron. “We will also discuss of course 
what has occurred recently off the coast of Lebanon,” 
Lapid said. “There have been repeated attacks on 

Zionist entity’s gas rigs. Zionist entity will not accept 
this type of attacks on its sovereignty.” 

Lebanon rejects Zionist entity’s claim that the 
Karish gas field lies within its territorial waters. Zionist 
entity and Lebanon resumed negotiations on their 
maritime border in 2020, though the Karish site sits 
outside of the disputed area and is marked as Zionst 
on previous United Nations maps. The US-backed 
talks have been stalled by Beirut’s demand that the 
UN maps must be modified. 

Hezbollah’s backers Iran will also be on the agen-
da at the bilateral talks in Paris, as Zionist entity 
stands firmly opposed to international efforts to 

revive a nuclear accord with Tehran. “It’s important 
that our position against this agreement is heard,” 
Lapid said Tuesday. 

Zionist officials fear that giving Iran sanctions relief 
in exchange for curbs on its nuclear programme could 
allow Tehran to boost funding to Hezbollah, as well as 
the Palestinian militant group Hamas.   

A senior Zionist official said the Lebanon gas issue 
will be high on agenda during talks at the Elysee 
Palace in Paris. “We will ask France to intervene to 
secure the negotiations that we want to lead until the 
end of the gas issues,” the official told journalists trav-
elling with the premier. — AFP 
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STRASBOURG: A French court on Tuesday 
sentenced a convicted rapist to life in prison 
for the murder of a student who he claimed 
until the end to have killed accidentally. Sophie 
Le Tan vanished on her 20th birthday after 
failing to return from what was supposed to be 
a visit to a rented apartment outside the east-
ern city of Strasbourg on September 8, 2018. 

She was described by those close to her as 
a serious and likeable young woman. Her dis-
membered body was found by hikers in a for-
est in October 2019. Jean-Marc Reiser, now 61, 

was arrested a week after she disappeared 
and was tracked down by police through 
phone records. 

After speaking to other students who 
responded to the same property advert only to 
be stood up, investigators believe Reiser used 
it to lure young women, observing the agreed 
meeting spot to see if they came alone. 

A search of his flat uncovered large 
bloodstains that had been carefully cleaned 
up, as well as Le Tan’s DNA on a saw in the 
cellar, according to court documents. For two 
years, Reiser denied any involvement in Le 
Tan’s death, before claiming in January 2021 
that she died in a fall after he struck her. He 
stuck to that version of events until the end 
of the trial. 

“There was nothing premeditated about 
that madness, for which I still have no explana-
tion,” he told the court on Tuesday. “I had no 

reason to be angry at Sophie Le Tan. I had 
nothing against her,” he said. 

But after two hours of deliberations, the 
jury sentenced him to life in prison for murder, 
without the possibility of parole for the first 22 
years. After Le Tan’s remains were discovered, 
court documents said it was no longer possible 
to determine the cause of her death or whether 
she had suffered sexual violence. 

Addressing Le Tan’s mother, father and 
other family members in the courtroom, Reiser 
said he accepted that they would never forgive 
him. “I am guilty of their daughter’s death even 
if I never wanted it. This will haunt me for the 
rest of my days,” he said. 

Reiser was previously convicted of rape in 
2003 and has served several prison sentences. 
In 2001, he was acquitted for lack of evidence 
in connection with another disappearance dat-
ing back to 1987.  — AFP 
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STRASBOURG: The mother of Sophie Le Tan, Thi Huong Thi Huong, walks with 
cousin Laurent Tran van Mang after the verdict at the end of the trial of Jean-
Marc Reiser, accused of murdering student Sophie Le Tan in 2018. — AFP
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chain issues and rising prices to protect con-

sumers’ interests. 
Meanwhile, “Business is back”, exclaimed 

Abdullah Mekhlafi at the shop where he sells prayer 
mats in Islam’s holiest city, which is preparing for 
the biggest influx of hajj pilgrims since the coron-
avirus pandemic began. Two years of drastic 
restrictions on the number of pilgrims who could 
perform the hajj emptied shops and hotels across 
the Saudi Arabian city of Makkah. But business 
owners are hoping for a quick recovery as hundreds 
of thousands of worshippers flock to the region this 
week. 

“We had few customers (during the last two hajj 
seasons), but today business is back, thanks to God. 
It’s the same as before, and even better,” 30-year-
old Mekhlafi told AFP. One million people, including 
850,000 from abroad, will be allowed at this year’s 
hajj, one of five pillars of Islam which all able-bod-
ied Muslims with the means are required to perform 
at least once in their lives. 

In 2019, about 2.5 million people took part in the 
rituals, which include circling the Kaaba at the 
Grand Mosque in Makkah, gathering at Mount 
Arafat and “stoning the devil” in Mina. The follow-
ing year, after the pandemic took hold, foreigners 
were barred and the total number of worshippers 
was capped at 10,000 to stop the hajj from turning 
into a global super-spreader. That figure rose to 
60,000 fully vaccinated Saudi citizens and resi-
dents in 2021. 

The hajj, which costs at least $5,000 per person, 
and umrah pilgrimages that occur at other times of 
year are usually a significant revenue earner for 
Saudi Arabia, especially its tourism sector. In normal 
times, they generate about $12 billion annually, 
keeping the economy humming in Makkah. The city 
has seen a construction boom in recent years that 

has brought new shopping malls, apartment build-
ings and luxury hotels - some offering spectacular 
views of the sacred Kaaba, the large black cubic 
structure at the center of the Grand Mosque 
towards which all Muslims pray. 

But these projects were starved for clients during 
the pandemic, meaning their owners were cheered 
by scenes already unfolding in Makkah on Monday, 
two days before the hajj officially begins. White-
robed worshippers were flocking to souvenir and 
barbershops across the city of two million. And the 
main shopping center near the Grand Mosque, 
where many hotels are located, was buzzing with 
pilgrims again, a far cry from a year ago when the 
area looked nearly abandoned. 

Amin, a perfume shop owner, was bullish about 
his prospects, telling AFP his losses could be recov-
ered this year. “There is a huge difference between 
this year and past ones. This year we can see a lot 
of pilgrims who are bringing back the glory to the 
Grand Mosque,” he said. “The losses were big, but 
now things are better.” 

The changes in Makkah track the recent eco-
nomic fortunes of Saudi Arabia. During the pan-
demic, the kingdom faced a sharp downturn in oil 
prices due to a collapse in global demand, which 
triggered austerity measures including the tripling 
of a value added tax and cuts to civil servants’ 
allowances. Particularly after Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine in February, things seem to have changed. 

“The impact of the losses during the last two 
years was significant, but we are starting to see a 
recovery on the business level, and this year’s (hajj) 
is good news,” said Salem Ali Shahran, operations 
manager at the biggest hotel chain in Makkah. “The 
current numbers have reached 40 percent of their 
2019 levels. We hope for bigger numbers in the 
coming years.” 

Saudi Arabia’s GDP is expected to grow by 7.6 
percent in 2022, the International Monetary Fund 
said in April. The world’s biggest oil exporter is try-
ing to diversify its economy, a main pillar of the 
Vision 2030 reform agenda pushed by Crown 
Prince Mohammed. Tourism is a crucial component 
of that plan, making a booming hajj all the more 
important. — AFP 
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 State news agency IRNA reported that state 

offices continued to function in at least three other 
provinces that were also hit by the heavy pollution. 

Authorities on Monday had announced a 24-
hour closure of government offices in Tehran and 
Alborz provinces, along with the judiciary and 
schools, owing to the effects of the sandstorm. Such 
weather events, which can lead to hospitalizations 
due to respiratory complaints, have long hit the 
region but have become more frequent in recent 
years. They have been especially prevalent this year 
in neighboring Iraq, where at least 10,000 people 
were hospitalized with breathing problems caused 
by sandstorms in May alone. — Agencies 
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ALGIERS: Algeria marks 60 years of independence 
from France on Tuesday with a huge military parade, 
but memories of violence during the colonial period 
continue to overshadow ties between the two. The 
North African country won its independence follow-
ing a grueling eight-year war, which ended with the 
signing in March 1962 of the Evian Accords. 

On July 5 of the same year, days after 99.72 per-
cent voted for independence in a referendum, 
Algeria finally broke free from colonial rule - but 
memories of the 132-year occupation continue to 
mar its ties with France. President Abdelmadjid 
Tebboune placed a wreath at the Martyrs 
Sanctuary memorial in Algiers on Tuesday, then 
rode in an open-top car with armed forces chief 
Said Chanegriha to inspect several military units 
before the parade officially set off. 

Authorities had on Friday closed a 16-km stretch 
of a major artery in Algiers for the army to carry out 
final rehearsals for the parade, the first in 33 years. 
The closure has caused huge tailbacks on roads 
leading to the eastern suburbs of the capital. 
Tebboune is hosting several foreign dignitaries 
including Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas, 
Tunisia’s Kais Saied and Niger’s Mohamed Bazoum. 

The government has even commissioned a logo - 
a circle of 60 stars containing military figures and 
equipment - to mark “a glorious history and a new 
era”. Algeria’s war of independence left hundreds of 
thousands dead, but six decades on, despite a string 
of gestures by French President Emmanuel Macron, 
France has ruled out any form of apology for the 
colonial period. 

“There’s no way we can forget or erase the 
human genocide, the cultural genocide and the 
identity genocide of which colonial France remains 
guilty,” said Salah Goudjil, speaker of the Algerian 
parliament’s upper house, in an interview published 
by newspaper L’Expression on Monday. French-
Algerian ties hit a low late last year after Macron 
reportedly questioned whether Algeria had existed 
as a nation before the French invasion and accused 
its “political-military system” of rewriting history 
and fomenting “hatred towards France”. 

Algeria withdrew its ambassador in response, 
but the two sides appear to have mended ties since. 
On Monday evening, Macron’s office said he had 
sent Tebboune a letter expressing “his best wishes 
to the Algerian people and... his wish that the 
already strong ties between France and Algeria 
continue to be strengthened”. It also said a wreath 
would be placed in Macron’s name at a memorial in 
Paris for European victims of a mass killing in Oran 
on July 5, 1962. Tebboune has also marked the 
occasion by announcing an amnesty that could lead 
to the early release of thousands of people 
detained in connection with the Hirak mass protest 
movement. — AFP  
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